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II.

Executive Summary
It is clear that the community of Cumberland and people living beyond its municipal
boundaries appreciate Coal Creek Historic Park. The challenge is to develop a plan that
will protect the park’s unique heritage and ecological values while allowing appropriate
community use so that the Park will remain a highly valued resource for years to come.
The primary purpose of the Master Plan for Coal Creek Historic Park is to develop a
publicly supported Plan that will provide guiding statements and recommendations for
the long-term management of the Park’s natural, heritage, cultural and recreational
features.
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1.0

Introduction

The Parks and Greenways Master Plan for the Village of Cumberland was adopted in 2011. This
document is the overall park strategy for the Village, including an inventory of existing parks
and proposed future acquisitions. Following this plan, individual Park Master Plans are now
being completed to determine the vision, objectives, policies and implementation strategies
relevant to each park. In the 2014 Corporate Strategic Priorities, the development of a Coal
Creek Historic Park Master Plan is listed as a priority for comprehensive community planning.
The Coal Creek Historic Park Advisory Committee has been anticipating working with Village
staff to develop the plan to ensure the historical and environmental attributes continue to be
protected and valued into the future.
The objective of this plan is to provide the Village of Cumberland, including Park managers,
volunteers and resident park users, with a fundamental set of principles to guide future
management decisions in the park. Examples of such decisions include determining
appropriate park uses and activities, making improvements to park infrastructure and facilities,
and implementing practices to ensure the integrity of historical and environmental park
attributes is maintained.

2.0

Context of the Plan

Coal Creek Historic Park was created in 2002 when property ownership was transferred to the
Village by Weldwood of Canada Inc. In the years leading up to 2002, many Cumberland
residents and outside supporters actively campaigned for the property to be designated as park
to ensure it would be preserved for its historic values and for use by all community members.
At the time of transfer, a restrictive covenant1 was registered on title which restricts uses of the
land and development of the property. Specifically, the covenant states:
...that the Servient Lands be used only as heritage Chinese and
Japanese community areas and as ecological preservation areas....
The covenant ensures that the protection of the Park’s unique heritage and conservation values
are maintained. This Master plan recognizes the goal of this covenant and the overarching
protection of the property that it provides.
The Park was originally named Perseverance Creek Heritage Park, but was renamed Coal Creek
Historic Park in 2006 at the request of former residents and the Advisory Committee to reflect
the historic common name of the stream. The creek continues to have official designation on
Provincial mapping as “Perseverance Creek”.
In recognition of the important values of the Park, several reports have been completed by
local interest groups and stakeholders since 2002. These reports and studies have assisted in
Park management and provided direction on improvements to date. The most influential

1

See Appendix B for excerpt from Covenant.
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studies include the “Cumberland Chinatown, Japanese Settlement Historic Park Plan” (Penfold,
2004) and the “Park Projection Study: Perseverance Creek Historic Park” (Richardson, 2006)2.
The “Penfold Study” of 2004 was commissioned by the Village with the purpose of developing a
plan for the Park that would create a significant tourist attraction based on the history of the
land, while respecting the covenant on the property. Prepared by George Penfold of Qu-West
Consulting Services, the plan included goals and objectives, an economic study of the benefits
of the Park to the Village and a work plan. While many of the components of the plan have
proven to be challenging to implement, the commissioning of the study lead to important
connections: noting the lack of sufficient input from the Chinese and Japanese communities,
the Penfold Study spurred informal meetings between a small group of Chinese and Japanese
former residents and descendents of Chinatown and No. 1 Japanese Town as well as interested
local villagers. This group eventually evolved into the Chinatown/No. 1 Japanese Town Ad Hoc
Group. On April 3, 2006 the group presented their report to Council that expanded on the
Penfold Study, entitled “Park Projection Study: Perseverance Creek Historic Park” which
included the vision of the Ad Hoc group, including former residents and their descendents.
The 2006 projection study was adopted in principle by Village Council in 2007 and has been
used in guiding Park management since its adoption, including improvements, facility
development and interpretive signage plans. While the level of detail provided in the study is
beyond the scope of this Master plan, the overarching guidelines and site plans prepared in the
2006 study remain relevant and are incorporated in this Master plan.
As an outcome of the 2006 study, the Coal Creek Historic Park Advisory Committee was created
by Village Council to assist in Park management. As per the Committee’s terms of reference,
their responsibilities include:


Provide input to planning staff in the preparation of that portion of a Master Parks Plan
dealing with Perseverance Creek Historic Park, including Chinatown and No. 1 Japanese
Town, using as a basis the “Park Projection Study (2006)”, which has been adopted in
principle by the Council of the Village.



Make recommendations to planning staff on implementation of that portion of the Master
Parks Plan dealing with Perseverance Creek Historic Park.



Assist in the general maintenance and upkeep of the Park.

Despite a lack of a formal management or master plan, improvements to the Park and
maintenance activities have been ongoing since 2002. Some of these activities have included:
installation of interpretive and regulatory signage; construction of a picnic shelter; habitat
restoration and invasive species removal; creation of memorial gardens and planting of cherry
trees; and the installation of a bridge over a tributary of Perseverance Creek. The Coal Creek
Historic Park Advisory Committee and other community members, in concert with the Village,
have been instrumental in making these improvements.

2

More information on these studies is available in Section 11.0 (Bibliography) of this plan.
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This Coal Creek Historic Park Master Plan has been completed in recognition of the unique
values of the Park, increased pressures on the Park based on community interests and growth,
and a strategic focus of the Village to develop heritage and eco-tourism opportunities.

3.0

Planning Process

The Coal Creek Historic Park Master Plan was prepared by Village planning and parks and
outdoor recreation staff, with important input provided by the Coal Creek Historic Park
Advisory Committee. The planning process has also given park users, neighbours and the
general public influence in the creation of the Plan, including involving them in identifying past
and present uses, preferences, issues and values; generating and evaluating options; and
providing feedback on draft plans.
The planning process began in January 2014, and involved the following key steps:
1.

Review of existing information (including the background documents, inventory and
analysis of the Park).

2.

Informal consultation with interest groups (via letters and notifications about the
planning process at its outset and invitations to public open houses).

3.

Stakeholder meeting (open to public) to gather information from Park neighbours,
existing Park users, and proponents who had made recent proposals for new Park
amenities.

4.

Workshop with the Coal Creek Advisory Committee and discussion on objectives and
principles for the Park and the use of planning areas for management of specific
features and landscapes within the Park.

5.

Workshop with the Coal Creek Advisory Committee on a Park vision statement and
other components of the Park plan.

6.

Preparation of draft Master Plan.

7.

Preliminary review of the draft Plan by Council.

8.

Workshop with the Coal Creek Historic Park Advisory Committee to review draft Master
Plan.

9.

Posting of draft Plan for public review and commenting.

10.

Village Hall and Public open house meeting for receiving community input.

11.

Reviewed public feedback and changes to draft Plan with Coal Creek Historic Park
Advisory Committee.

12.

Referred to the Heritage Commission, the Cumberland Chinatown Reunion Picnic Group,
and the No.1 Japanese Town Former Residents Committee for review.

13.

Preparation of a final draft of the Plan.

14.

Submission to Council for approval and adoption.
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4.0

Role of the Park

Coal Creek Historic Park has a unique role in Cumberland’s municipal park system and the wider
parks and protected areas system in the Comox Valley. Protecting some of the Village’s most
important historic sites, as well as regionally significant wetland and forest ecosystems, the
Park is both a heritage site and a nature reserve. Furthermore, the Park also provides a variety
of opportunities for community use, including tranquil settings for rest and relaxation, special
event gathering areas, and recreational trails and spaces.
4.1

Heritage and Past Land Uses

Prior to European settlement in the area, the area was traditionally used for hunting and fishing
by the K’ómoks First Nation. Beginning in the late 19th Century, the property that is now Coal
Creek Historic Park was home to two busy communities (No. 1 Japanese Town and Chinatown),
two active coal mines (No. 1 and No. 2 Mines), and a railroad corridor. No. 1 Japanese Town
came to an abrupt end in 1942 when residents were ordered to leave to internment camps
resulting from World War II, while the last resident of Chinatown left in the late 1960’s. The
property was primarily unoccupied and vacant since then, although the eastern portion of the
property was leased by the property owner to the Cumberland Rod and Gun Club for a shooting
range, while two private residences remain in the western portion of the Park.
a)

Chinatown (1888-1968)
In 1888, the Union Colliery Company set aside the swampy area southwest of
Cumberland for its Chinese labourers, who quickly built homes and businesses at the
site. Located immediately adjacent to the No. 2 mine, the community grew quickly. By
1910, Chinatown was a self-contained community with many of its residents working in
the mines, while others provided services in Chinatown or in the neighbouring
Cumberland town site. At its peak, Chinatown had over 1,500 residents and more than
50 businesses.
Resulting from an inquiry into a mine explosion that lead to a prohibition on “oriental
miners”, as well as the Chinese Immigration Act which severely limited immigration and
a decline in global coal markets, Chinatown growth had stopped by about 1923. After a
major fire in 1935, many residents chose to move on rather than rebuild, marking the
beginning of the end of Chinatown. With most buildings abandoned and deemed a fire
hazard, only a handful of residents remaining, and having lost out on funding
opportunities to rebuild the town as a tourist attraction, in 1968 the Village razed the
remaining buildings.
Since the 1960’s, alders and other trees have re-established on the site, and wetlands
have returned to the locations where former buildings and gardens once stood.
However, the two main streets, Hai Gai and Shan Gai, remain accessible and a walking
tour has been developed with signage marking prominent locations and buildings. The
only remaining structure from Chinatown, “Jumbo’s Cabin” was moved in the early
1980’s to its present site adjacent to Comox Lake Road.
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b)

No. 1 Japanese Town
Beginning in the early 1890’s, Japanese miners settled 1½ miles west of Cumberland to
work in the No. 1 Mine of the Union Colliery Company. While most of the original
residents departed the area when the No. 1 Mine closed in 1895, more Japanese
immigrants arrived soon after and the small community flourished for over 40 years
with as many as 36 homes and businesses, including a bathhouse and two general
stores. With the enactment of the Federal War Measures Act by the Government of
Canada in 1942, Cumberland’s Japanese residents were forcibly removed from the
community to BC interior internment camps, with few ever returning.
In 2009, 31 flowering cherry trees were planted to recognize and acknowledge the
families who lived there. Today, the former town site is a pleasant orchard, with the
occasional piece of evidence scattered throughout the site marking the former
community.

c)

No. 1 and No. 2 Coal Mines
Two mines existed in the Park and were important contributors to the early
development of coal mining in the area. The No. 1 Mine, located near No. 1 Japanese
Town, was developed in 1888 and closed in 1895. The No. 2 Mine was located near
Chinatown and was open from 1888 to 1899. Entrances to both mines have since been
closed off.

d)

Wellington Colliery Railroad
The Wellington Colliery railroad was constructed in the late 1880’s to ship coal from
Cumberland’s mines to the deep sea port at Union Bay. A branch of the rail line was
established through the site of the present day park to serve the mines in the area,
including the No. 1 and No. 2 Mines, as well as No. 4 Mine located near Comox Lake, the
most productive mine in the area. Today the former rail grade is used as recreational
trail, linking Chinatown with No. 1 Japanese Town and beyond. In 2013, an Asian-style
bridge was installed on the trail over a tributary of Perseverance Creek, symbolically
linking No. 1 Japanese Town with Chinatown and improving trail access for the
community.

e)

1960’s to Present
Since the closure of the Cumberland mines and the departure of Chinese and Japanese
residents, the property has seen various uses. Much of the lands were left vacant, with
vegetation and wetlands re-establishing in formerly developed areas. Owned by a
private forestry company, the eastern end of the Park, in and adjacent to the former
Chinatown was leased to the Cumberland Rod and Gun Club. In the western end of the
Park, the last remaining Japanese-built house, the Saito house, is privately owned and
occupied. Meanwhile, an area adjacent to No. 1 Japanese Town is the site of another
private residence. Today, the Park is frequently visited by locals and visitors alike for
activities such as exploring the area’s history and natural features, gathering for
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community events, and walking or cycling on the trails found in and adjacent to the
Park.
4.2

Conservation

Home to large freshwater marshes and forested areas, Coal Creek Historic Park is a rich and
diverse habitat for plant and bird life. Visitors exploring the Park may notice the presence of
beaver activity, the seasonal appearance of dragonflies, as well as the possibility of seeing a
black bear. Bird life includes nesting red-breasted sap suckers, wood ducks and Canada geese,
while plant and tree species include wild ginger, black twinberry, red osier dogwood, Douglas
fir, red cedar and yew trees. The park contains habitat for both the provincially blue-listed
Northern Red-legged frog, as well as the yellow-listed Western Toad. The Park is located in
Coastal Western Hemlock very dry maritime (CWH xm 1) biogeoclimatic zone.
The marsh system drains both to the east and west. To the east, wetlands are linked together
by short streams (locally known as Boundary Creek), eventually flowing into Maple Creek, the
Trent River and Baynes Sound near Royston. To the west, the wetlands drain into Perseverance
Creek (which also runs through the southwest corner of the Park) before flowing into Comox
Lake. More information on the Perseverance Creek watershed, includes species found in the
stream, is available in the 2003 Perseverance Creek Mapping and Inventory Project Report.3
Resident beavers live in the marsh areas of the park and are frequently observed by park
visitors. Research suggests that these rodents are a “keystone species” and play an important
role in maintaining water levels thereby creating and maintaining habitat for numerous other
species.
In 2005, the Cumberland Community Forest Society purchased 71hectares of forested land
immediately adjacent to Coal Creek Historic Park to the east and south and, with a strict
conservation covenant on title, donated these lands to the Village as a municipal nature park.
Combined, Coal Creek Historic Park and the Cumberland Community Forest now protect
112hectares of land to the south of Cumberland as part of the “Cumberland Forest”. The
Cumberland Community Forest Society is actively working to acquire lands adjacent to these
protected areas, including a parcel immediately west of and adjacent to Coal Creek Historic
Park along Perseverance Creek.
4.3

Recreation

Past land uses have had a direct influence on the existing recreation opportunities in the Park,
and the Park has become a popular recreation destination. Unorganized and organized
heritage tours are common in the Park, while naturalists are frequent visitors to the wetlands
and forests.
The Wellington Colliery Railroad is a popular pedestrian greenway, offering an alternative from
road travel for non-motorized traffic travelling west towards Comox Lake. With numerous
trails connecting to the Cumberland Community Forest, hikers and mountain bikers frequently
pass through the Park.

3

More information on this study is available in Section 11.0 (Bibliography) of this plan.
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A large gravel clearing located on and to the south of the former site of Chinatown is used as a
community gathering area for special events and other recreation activities, while other
outdoor activities are pursued in the No. 1 Japanese Town area.
4.4

Groundwater Supply Well

Situated within the Park is a Village groundwater supply well, constructed to augment the
existing Village water supply system. This groundwater source has been determined to have no
direct hydraulic connection to surface waters and is therefore not vulnerable to contamination
by surface water sources. Well head protection measures have been installed.

5.0

Vision Statement

This plan is based on a vision that was developed in collaboration with the Coal Creek Historic
Park Advisory Committee. The vision is expressed in the present tense since it represents how
it is hoped the Park will be described in the future.
Coal Creek Historic Park is historically significant and protects the sites of former Chinese and
Japanese communities, coal mines, and other important components of Cumberland’s past. The
Park is also ecologically significant and preserves and protects wetlands, streams and forests.
It is an educational resource where residents and visitors can come to learn about
Cumberland’s heritage and natural areas. It is also a recreational resource that promotes
health and wellness for residents and visitors alike.
Coal Creek Historic Park demonstrates exemplary management in balancing natural, heritage
and recreation resources. Habitat restoration and enhancement initiatives complement the
facilities that support the Park as a regional natural, recreational and cultural attraction. The
Park and the neighbouring Cumberland Community Forest provide an interconnected natural
area supporting biodiversity on the southern boundary of Cumberland.

6.0

Planning Areas

As a planning tool for the Coal Creek Historic Park Master Plan, “planning areas” are used to
assist in the planning, development and management of Coal Creek Historic Park. In general
terms, the planning areas divide the Park into logical units to apply uniform and consistent
management objectives to areas with unique attributes. The following four planning areas are
used in this Master Plan:





Heritage;
Conservation;
Recreation;
Special Feature.

Planning areas reflect existing patterns of use, existing natural features, proposed land uses and
the level of management or development required to meet the needs of the community while
preserving unique attributes of the Park. At one end of the spectrum, the Recreation Planning
Area indicates a portion of the Park that is appropriate for higher levels of recreation and
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facility development. At the opposite end, the Conservation Planning Area indicates an area of
the Park that receives the highest level of resource protection and minimal human presence.
Between these two levels, two additional planning areas provide for other management
priorities and to assist in management of unique park values– Heritage Planning Areas and
Special Feature Planning Areas.
For the purposes of this plan “low impact” shall be defined as:
Low impact shall be those activities that “sustain opportunities for high quality visitor
experiences while avoiding or minimizing associated negative impacts to park resources,
visitor experiences, and park neighbours” 4
Detailed information regarding each planning area, including park management guidelines, is
contained in the following charts. See Map 1 Planning Areas for a corresponding map.

4

Marion, J.L. and Reid, S.E.. (2007) Minimizing visitor impacts to protected areas: the efficacy of low
impact education programs. Journal of Sustainable Tourism 15 (1), 5-27.
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Coal Creek Historic Park Planning Area Descriptions

Planning Area #1: Heritage
Objective

To protect and preserve significant historic or cultural values due to their special character,
fragility, uniqueness, and heritage values.

Use Level

Medium to high

Location

Generally accessible by roads and trails.

Boundary Definition

Area defined by the extent of the heritage or cultural resources.

Recreation
Possibilities

Focus on heritage appreciation activities and supporting infrastructure. Low impact recreation
opportunities may also be considered. Examples include:
 Natural history and heritage appreciation/interpretation
 Picnicking
 Walking and cycling
 Meditation and relaxation

Special Event Use5

Special events may be organized if events have historic relevance or are deemed to be low
impact. Examples of appropriate events include:
 Chinese or Japanese historic activities, cultural gatherings (e.g. museum heritage tours)
 Picnics, family gatherings, weddings
 Filming

Development
Possibilities

Examples of park development that may be considered in this area include:
 Signage and site markers
 Trails and walkways
 Benches, picnic tables, etc.
 Parking areas and access roads
 Shelters and kiosks
 Small buildings and structures such as washroom facilities
 Heritage centre
 Meditative and commemorative gardens

Impacts on Natural
Environment

Minimal impacts. Historic and culture resources to be maintained unimpaired. 6

Management
Guidelines

High level of management protection of cultural or historic features where required. Vegetation
managed to maintain openness of historic corridors, town sites, orchards and other historically
significant landmarks where appropriate; natural succession of vegetation allowed to proceed in
other areas. Invasive species to be managed as per parks regulations. Visitor access may be
restricted to preserve historic or cultural features and to limit impacts.

Heritage Planning
Areas

 Chinatown historic site
 No. 1 Japanese Town historic site

Co
Al

5

All special events require a Park Use Permit and are subject to Park Use Permit policy and procedures
All facility development is to be preapproved by the Village and is subject to conditions to be determined by the Village, including
conforming to Village of Cumberland Parks Regulation Bylaw.
6
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Coal Creek Historic Park Planning Area Descriptions

Planning Area #2: Conservation
Objective

To protect natural landscapes with high ecological values, including wildlife corridors.

Use Level

Low

Location

Generally more difficult to access, not easily visited.

Boundary Definition

Boundaries should consider ecosystem characteristics and features, and limits to access.

Recreation
Possibilities

Low impact activities only:
 Trail based activities: e.g. hiking, cycling
 Nature appreciation (e.g. bird-watching)

Special Event Use

Low impact events only and typically events that do not draw crowds to one area. E.g.
trail-based events such as cycling and running competitions

Development
Possibilities

Area to be primarily left undisturbed. New trails may be considered, typically
constructed to wilderness trail standards.

Impacts on Natural
Environment

Minimal: natural resources to be left unimpaired.

Management
Guidelines

Oriented to protecting natural environments and managed to ensure low level of visitor
impacts. Visitor access may be restricted to protect the natural environment and visitor
experience.

Conservation
Planning Areas

 Marshes, swamps and riparian areas
 Forested Areas

Creek Historic Park Planning Coal Creek Historic Park Planning
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Coal Creek Historic Park Planning Area Descriptions

Planning Area #3: Recreation
Objective

To provide for readily-accessible, low impact outdoor recreation opportunities and facilitate
community use and gatherings.

Use Level

High use

Location

Easily accessible, connected to roads, parking areas, and major trails.

Boundary Definition

Highly disturbed or cleared areas and adjacent young forest buffer zone.

Recreation
Possibilities

Generally low impact recreation activities requiring minor infrastructure. Examples include:
 Hiking and cycling
 Picnicking
 Natural history and heritage appreciation/interpretation
 Community gatherings (for organized and unorganized events)
 Organized leisure activities

Special Event Use7

Special events proposed in the Park should be targeted for this area. Examples of appropriate
events include:
 Sporting competitions such as cycling event staging areas
 Cultural gatherings such as small festivals focusing on heritage, arts, music and education

Development
Possibilities

Examples of park development that may be considered in this area include:
 Trails, including high use corridors requiring hard surfacing
 Picnic shelters, picnic tables, benches
 Interpretation signage
 Parking areas and access roads
 Landscaped areas
 Low impact facilities to support leisure activities
 Infrastructure to facilitate and enable use of the site by community groups and organizations,
such as:
o Small buildings and structures (e.g. stage or band shell)
o Washroom facilities
o Visitor information facilities (e.g. kiosks)

Impacts on Natural
Environment

Facility development to be visually compatible with the natural setting and no damage to
vegetation is to occur without written permission of the Village, as per Village of Cumberland
Parks Regulations Bylaw8

Management
Guidelines

Oriented to maintain a high quality recreation experience in a natural setting. Ensure a variety of
opportunities are offered and are mutually compatible. Ensure that special events are “clean up
and go” so as not to leave traces in the Park, as per Park Use Permit Policy and Parks Regulation
Bylaw.

Recreation Planning
Areas

 Wellington Colliery trail corridor
 Disturbed area south of Chinatown and adjacent disturbed young forest areas

7

All special events require a Park Use Permit and are subject to Park Use Permit policy and procedures, including limiting number of
event participants.
8
All facility development is to be preapproved by the Village of Cumberland and is subject to conditions to be determined by the
Village.
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Coal Creek Historic Park Planning Area Descriptions

Planning Area #4: Special Feature
Objective

To assist in management of unique features and areas in the Park that require special
management consideration.

Use Level

Site specific

Location

Determined by location of special resources.

Boundary Definition

Area defined by the physical characteristics of the special feature.

Recreation
Possibilities

To be determined on a site specific basis.

Special Event Use

To be determined on a site and event specific basis.

Development
Possibilities

To be determined on a site specific basis.

Impacts on Natural
Environment

To be determined on a site specific basis.

Management
Guidelines

Site specific. Visitor access may be restricted for specific reasons such as visitor safety at mine
sites.

Special Feature
Planning Areas








Saito House and surrounding area
Souther House and surrounding area
Coal hills adjacent to No. 1 Japanese Town
No. 1 mine slope
No. 2 mine shaft
Property on north side of Comox Lake Road near eastern park boundary
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7.0

Heritage Values Management

The heritage resources within Coal Creek Historic Park are among the most significant of any
park in the Village. Contemporary heritage planning focuses on preservation and interpretation
by providing high quality interpretative opportunities (e.g. signage) to tell the stories rather
than artificially reconstructing historical buildings. Photos and text are available to develop
interpretive panels and tour brochures.
Management of heritage values shall focus on the following.
7.1

In conjunction with key heritage stakeholders, development of interpretive materials,
including:
a)

Interpretive signage, including a mix of text, historic photos and graphics, for
display at key sites, viewpoints and high use areas;

b)

Interpretive programs for delivery by park volunteer tour leaders.

7.2

Maintenance of historic street patterns in Chinatown and No. 1 Japanese Town as wide
walking paths, within areas of managed vegetation.

7.3

Develop a park standard for all park furniture including picnic benches, benches, waste
receptacle and bike racks.

8.0

Natural Values Management

Coal Creek Historic Park is a biologically rich and unique resource of protected wetlands and
forested areas. While the nature of the wetlands limits recreational use, the trails and edges of
the wetlands need protection from overuse that can cause erosion, sediment in water ways and
introduction of invasive plant species. The first course of any action is to “do no harm” and end
further deterioration or destruction of natural values.
Following is an outline of natural values management strategies:
8.1

8.2

Implement a vegetation management strategy that:
a)

Delineates and monitors environmentally sensitive areas and features to be
protected, and develop a plan for protection of each of these areas (e.g. trail
section that may need a bridge crossing, signage);

b)

Provides direction on vegetation management practices for such issues as fallen
trees and approach to succession;

c)

Encourages the collection of information (e.g. by volunteer groups, naturalists)
on the identification and mapping of significant plants and sensitive habitats.

Initiate habitat restoration and enhancement projects:
a)

Identify candidate areas for habitat enhancement (e.g. disturbed areas at edge
of open water, trail braiding);
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b)
8.3

8.4

9.0

For each candidate area, develop a protocol on site preparation, planting,
maintenance and site protection.

Develop and implement an invasive non-native species strategy:
a)

Identify candidate areas for species management (plants);

b)

Identify candidate species of animals (e.g. American bullfrog);

c)

Develop a realistic prescription for management for plants and animals (note:
eradication may not be practical but control of the species- to an
area/population may be the goal);

d)

Provide information on non-native species on website and in conjunction with
other local governments’ programs.

Develop and implement a wildlife conservation strategy:
a)

Identifies important species for management (e.g. beavers)

b)

Identifies important wildlife corridors

c)

Attempt to ensure that people and wildlife can co-exist in the park (e.g.
sustainable beaver dam management with respect to Wellington Colliery Trail.)

d)

Educate park users on wildlife conservation issues through park interpretive
materials

Recreation and Tourism Opportunities Management

The Park is first and foremost an Historical Site and Nature Park. While community use of the
Park is encouraged, there must be demonstrated support for the heritage and natural
attributes in any proposed recreational uses. These uses, including community gatherings,
educational opportunities and tourism activities, should be mutually compatible so as not to
create conflict with other users of the Park.
9.1

Support non-commercial recreational use within the Park in concert with the heritage
and natural environment attributes.

9.2

Restrict recreational use to trails and recreation planning areas.

9.3

Develop a code of conduct for all recreational uses within the Park.

9.4

Manage new recreational activities as appropriate proposals are reviewed.

9.5

Provide high quality trails (Wellington Colliery Rail trail) for multi-purpose uses (cycling
and pedestrian).

9.6

Develop a park standard for community facilities within the Park (design standards,
guidelines etc.).

9.7

Develop a parking plan in conjunction with any planned facilities.
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10.0 Special Features
These areas will be managed on a case by case basis. The two private residences within the
Park each have special circumstances and resolution of these issues is not within the scope of
this Master Plan and requires special consideration. The coal hill adjacent to No. 1 Japanese
Town is a historical remnant of the mining era but also represents an environmental issue
surrounding the motorized traffic on the coal hills and the resulting disturbance and
distribution of the material. Although the hill is considered inert, it can pose a dust issue. The
hill provides an excellent viewing location of No. 1 Japanese Town.

11.0 Plan Implementation Strategy
The following chart is intended to guide the implementation of the Master Plan projects over
the coming years however, it is not to be rigid as community interests, priorities and Village
resources are likely to change over time.
Project

Notes

Chinatown and Area
Enhance historical interpretive
signage and education
opportunities

Improve existing and install new signage; research other
heritage education and communication outreach
opportunities

Build washrooms

Level of servicing to be considered

Improve Shan Gai trail

Construct boardwalk in wet areas, improved access to
wetland lookout

Landscape improvements to
open field

Invasive plant removal, grubbing/grading, seeding to
appropriate seed mix

Investigate feasibility of
constructing infrastructure to
facilitate community gatherings
in fields south of Chinatown

Performance space, covered shelter, picnic tables,
benches, utility services, etc.

Investigate feasibility of
organized leisure activities

Requires submission of formal proposals

Improve bird watching
opportunities

Several locations/marsh viewpoints require study to
determine best location
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Project

Notes
No. 1 Japanese Town Site and Area

Improve town site entry

Make historical tourism more user- friendly

Enhance historical interpretive
signage and education
opportunities

Improve existing and install new signage; research other
heritage education and communication outreach
opportunities

Upgrade access road and parking
lot

Include motorized vehicle control measures for coal hills
access, develop all weather parking area

Orchard improvements

Site clean-up and clearing, invasive plant removals,
trail/pathway delineation, maintenance

Build washrooms

Level of servicing to be considered

Resolve issues regarding private
dwellings in the Park

Concurrent process ongoing during Master Planning process

Build and maintain gardens and
other relaxing areas

Need to create a focus for entrance and gardens with
interpretative signage

Picnic tables and benches

To make site more user-friendly

Project

Notes
Wellington Colliery Trail

Wellington Colliery Trail
improvements
Build bridge over Perseverance
Creek north of Comox Lake Road
Motorized vehicle control on
Wellington Colliery Trail

Improve drainage and upgrade surfacing to crushed stone,
install benches, interpretive signs where appropriate
Requires resolution of adjacent land access issues
Address park safety and bylaw compliance issues

Project

Notes
Other Areas

Control spread of invasive species

Research opportunities for future
trail development

American Bullfrog identified as major concern to ecological
integrity of wetland ecosystems; Japanese Knotweed and
other invasive plants exist in the park; needs to be addressed
at more regional scale
Interest in developing trails in south and western area of Park
to facilitate trail loops; consider future trail improvements
with groups such as the Cumberland Community Forest
Society and Vancouver Island Spine Trail Association
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Some projects will require consideration of adjacency issues beyond the boundaries of the Park
and at the landscape or regional level. Examples of such projects include trail planning and
private land issues, motorized vehicle control, and invasive species management.
Priority projects include the following:
1. Improve heritage and nature-based education opportunities in the park, including
enhancing interpretive signage
2. Improve motorized vehicle control measures
3. Investigate opportunities for low impact, organized outdoor recreation leisure activities
4. Improve opportunities for public gatherings and events, including enhancing userfriendliness of the park through improved access, constructing washrooms and
landscape improvement to field south of Chinatown
5. Improve access and facilities at No. 1 Japanese Town
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Maps
Map 1

Coal Creek Historic Park

Note: The Wellington Colliery Railway Trail right-of-way, located to the north of Comox Lake Road (northwest corner of map) is not
shown on this map but is within Coal Creek Historic Park (see Map 4, page 22).
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Map 2

Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory

Note: This map was produced prior to park’s name change, and as such is titled “Perseverance Creek Historic Park” instead of the
park’s current name, “Coal Creek Historic Park”
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Map 3

Planning Areas
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Map 4

Historic Attributes

Note: this map was produced prior to park’s name change, and as such is titled “Perseverance Creek Historic Park” instead of the
park’s current name, “Coal Creek Historic Park”
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Appendices
Appendix A: Park Photographs

Young flowering cherry trees
in No. 1 Japanese Town

Interpretive and park
information signage at
Jumbo’s Cabin

Bridge on Wellington Colliery
Railway trail between Chinatown
& No. 1 Japanese Town
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Historic Chinatown,
looking down Hai
Gai (Lower Street)

Coal Creek Park wetlands
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Japanese baseball
players

Entrance to Chinatown
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Appendix B: Restrictive Covenant (excerpt)
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